Grades 6–12 Family Tips

Help Kids Post, Comment, and
Upload Responsibly
As tweens and teens start sharing content and engaging with others online, it's important for them to
understand the tracks they're leaving behind and what those tracks might reveal. Parents can help guide
kids toward creating the kind of footprint they can be proud of.

Check out these 4 tips
Be a role model.
|
|

Before you post a photo of your tween or teen on social media, ask them if it's OK to
share. Not only will you give them control over their own digital footprint, you'll be
showing them what you expect them to do with others' photos.

Use privacy settings.
|
|

Sit down with tweens and teens to show the privacy settings you use on your apps
and devices. Talk about why you keep certain information private or limited to a
small group. Ask them what information they feel comfortable sharing and why.

Look to the stars.
|
|

Scroll through the Twitter or Instagram feed of a famous celebrity, artist, or
politician. Discuss the image they project based on their posts. Ask your kid what
kind of image they would like to create–and what kinds of things (funny stories, silly
memes, heartfelt videos) add or detract from that.

Search yourself.
Take turns looking up your name and your kid's name on a search engine and a social
platform. Discuss the results. Are you both comfortable with what information and
images are available to strangers? Is there anyone whom you wouldn't want to see
those results?
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What Parents Need to Know
About Social Media and Anxiety
Learn to recognize the warning signs of an anxiety disorder and help your kid
keep social media use healthy and productive. By Caroline Knorr
From cyberbullying to FOMO to cruel comments,
social media can be a land mine for kids. Issues we
parents never had to worry about, such as an intimate
photo texted to the entire school or Instagram videos
of a birthday party we weren’t invited to, are now a
risk for many tweens and teens. With kids’ digital
well-being a concern, researchers are exploring
potential links between social media and the rise in
teen suicide rates, tech addiction, and loss of reallife social skills. And many parents are wondering: Is
social media causing my kid to have anxiety?
It’s an important question—and one that makes for compelling headlines for worried parents. While it’s too
early to say with certainty (this is, after all, the first generation of “digital natives”), the reality is somewhat
nuanced. Some research has observed a relationship between social media use and anxiety in kids, but it’s
difficult to know if and when social media is causing anxiety or whether kids who are anxious are turning to
social media as a way to soothe themselves or seek support. How kids use social media matters, too: Social
comparison and feedback-seeking behaviors have been associated with depressive symptoms, which often
co-occur with anxiety.
Of course, it’s common for kids to feel anxious sometimes. But there’s a big difference between occasional
anxiety and an anxiety disorder that requires professional care. If your kid is overly self-conscious, has
uncontrollable and unrealistic anxiety, is unable to make it go away, and avoids things, you may want to seek
help. (Learn more about anxiety in kids at the Child Mind Institute.) For these kids, social media may act as a
trigger for—though not the root cause of—their anxious feelings. There are also kids, who, for a variety of
reasons, may be more sensitive to the anxiety-producing effects of social media. For example, kids with social
anxiety disorder may prefer online interactions over face-to-face interactions. Bottom line: You may not know
the impact of social media on your kid until issues surface.
Unfortunately, simply cutting off social media isn’t necessarily the answer. It’s such a huge part of many kids’
lives that not having access to social media could take a toll. In fact, being connected to friends through social
media may counterbalance some of its negative effects.
Without conclusive research to back up claims that social media causes anxiety—and some evidence to show
it’s beneficial—it’s up to you to keep tabs on how your kid’s doing. Though it adds an extra layer to your
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parenting duties, it’s a good idea to get a good sense of your kid’s online life. Ask kids to give you a tour of their
social media world. As they’re showing you around, you might hear some of the positive stuff you weren’t expecting,
as well as some of the problem areas your kid could use help with. Also, add social media to the “wellness checks”
that you already do. For example, when you ask how they slept and what they ate, ask how they’re feeling about
social media. Is it mostly positive, helpful, and supportive, or do they want to step back but aren’t sure how? Here
are some more tips for keeping social media a positive for kids:
Encourage self-care. Seeing photos of a trip to the beach your friends didn’t invite you to can really sting. If your kid
is super bummed or tired of digital drama, suggest they take a break from social media for a while. In fact, if they
post a status update that they’re taking a break, their friends might be very accepting because they’ve had similar
feelings.
Help kids put social media in perspective. People post stuff that makes their lives look perfect—not the homework
struggles, or the fight they had with their dad, or the hours it took to look as good as possible for the camera.
Remind kids that social media leaves the messy stuff out—and that everyone has ups and downs.
Encourage offline activities. In a world where kids could spend their days lying around looking at Instagram, it’s
doubly important for them to feel as though they’re cultivating their inner lives. Prompt them to balance social
media with soul-nourishing activities such as hobbies, exercise, reading, and helping others. Otherwise, what are
they going to brag about on social media?
Talk about their feelings. Ask them what it feels like to look at other kids’ feeds. Is there a tipping point from when
they feel OK to when they start to feel bad about their own lives? Encourage them to stop before that feeling sets in
and do something good for themselves instead.
Let them know you’re there for them. You may not understand everything about your kid’s online social life. But
recognizing it’s important to them makes your kid feel valued—and more likely to come to you when they encounter
problems.
Get help. If you see any cause for concern, including mood swings that seem to result from social media, not taking
pleasure in activities he or she used to enjoy, and having accompanying symptoms such as headaches and
stomachaches, visit your kid’s pediatrician for a professional opinion.
The Child Mind Institute contributed to this article. Learn more at childmind.org.
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